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SLIDE & SURPRISETM 

ADVENTURE

Haunted House 123!
Castle Colors!
both by Natalie Marshall

A spooky haunted house and a dramatic fairy 
tale castle are the perfect sites for the newest 
pair of SmartInk’s fabulously successful 
Slide&Surprise series.  

Enter the dimly lit, cobwebbed mansion where 
a bone-chilling (but ever so friendly!) family of 
ghosts—and lots of other deliciously scary 
surprises await who conspire to make counting 
ever so much fun. 

Scale the walls of the mighty castle and open the chamber doors to 
meet the color princesses, a unicorn or two and so much more. A 
flamboyant introduction to essential color knowledge with Natalie 
Marshall’s hallmark flare and whimsy and, of course, the always 
amazing special effects of the Slide&Surprise format.

Slide&Surprise™ Adventure

Extent: 5 spreads + cover Trim: 152mm x 152mm 
(6" x 6"); Special: Pull-tabs on every spread; 
“Stagger-pull” for ultra-wide view on Spread 4; 
“Stagger-Pull” as well as Double-Pull for top-
and-bottom reveals on Spread 5. All tabs have 
reinforced finger holes for toddler-friendly use. ge: 
18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+
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Header HeaderHoliday TrailTalesHoliday TrailTales

One dark, dark night. Two brave children and their intrepid pup.  
A winding road leads them to a haunted house, a startling discovery,  
and a madcap party!   

The innovative “tease-and-reveal” technique of sturdy, die-cut pages and 
surprise gatefolds that built SmartInk’s BLOCK series into more than 
million copy sellers appears now in a larger—but more economical—
series of holiday themed titles.   

Allison Black’s deliciously colorful illustrations bring just the right balance 
of fun and friendly-scary to provide shivery delight to youngest readers.

SPOOKYTALE
A TrailTales Adventure
illustrated by Allison Black

Extent: 56 pages including foldouts and gatefolds; Trim:152mm x 
191mm (6" x 7.5"), 32mm spine (1.25"); Final quadrouple-gatefold 
spread and including several spreads with fold-up or -down pages; 
Cased board book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+
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Header HeaderHoliday TrailTalesHoliday TrailTales

A mysterious sled appears at the door on Christmas Eve with an intriguing 
invitation: A visit to Santa’s Workshop. What follows is an exciting 
adventure, a bustling tour of the toy workshops, and a satisfying ride 
home with a little husky puppy in tow as a special holiday gift!  

The “tease-and-reveal” technique of sturdy, die-cut pages and surprise 
gatefolds makes for a perfect and fun presentation of the bustle and 
delight of the Christmas season. SmartInk’s million copy plus BLOCK titles 
now in a larger—but more economical—holiday-themed series. 

Allison Black’s playfully inventive illustrations are the perfect way to 
celebrate the anticipation, warmth, and thrill of Christmas.

MERRYTALE
A TrailTales Adventure
illustrated by Allison Black

Extent: 56 pages including foldouts and gatefolds; Trim:152mm x 
191mm (6" x 7.5"), 32mm spine (1.25"); Final quadrouple-gatefold 
spread and including several spreads with fold-up or -down pages; 
Cased board book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+
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Header HeaderMagicSlide Adventures

229mm x 152mm (9" x 6") ; 
Extent: 5 interior spreads plus 

cover; Special elements: 6 double-
sided pull tabs, die cut openings on  

every page allowing opportunity 
for magic image effect on cover 

and ten interior pages. Tabs have 
reinforced finger hole for toddler 

friendly use; Age: 18months+; 
Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

SQUEAK!:  Poor frightened little mouse has lost its way. Exquisitely 
minimalistic—relying entirely on animal sounds—immediately 
recognizable and endlessly inventive. Little mouse’s surprise encounters 
on its way home and a bonus twist make for a deeply satisfying package.

A brilliant extension to SmartInk’s globally bestselling Slide&Surprise 
series. A unique proprietary tab mechanism allows for a magical changing 
image effect on both sides of the sturdy board pages. At once simple and 
utterly engaging: Winsome art from Natalie Marshall makes these a 
natural purchase for current publishers of the Slide&Surprise titles — but 
should win a whole new tier of customers and fans.

SQUEAK!
A MagicSlide Adventure
illustrated by Natalie Marshall New Format!

BOO! A MagicSlide Adventure
illustrated by Natalie Marshall

Little white kitten BOO and 
irrepressible black puppy SHOO  
scare and chase each other in a 
rambunctious toddler-sized cops-
and-robber adventure.  
A classic vaudeville caper 
filled with laughs, giggles 
and sheer interactive fun. 

CoComingming S ooS oonn

MagicSlide Adventures



Slide&Surprise™ Books Slide&Surprise™ BooksSlide&Surprise™ Books Slide&Surprise™ Books

Trim: 152mm x 152mm  
(6" x 6"); Extent: 5 spreads 
plus cover; Special elements: 
Pull tabs on every spread 
including cover; 2-piece 
“stagger-pull” on spread 4; 
double-pull for top-and-
bottom reveal on spread 
5; All tabs have reinforced 
finger for toddler friendly 
use.; Age: 18months+; 
Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

SLIDE & SURPRISETM 
BOOKS:  
High in the Trees  
Away in the Ice & Snow 
Far Off In the Jungle 
Deep in the Ocean  
Pets
Little Critters
Birds
In The Dark
On the Farm
Underground
all illustrated by Natalie Marshall

SmartInk’s most successful series ever, the Slide&Surprise 
titles offer a visually and educationally rich experience in first 
non-fiction, presenting age-appropriate facts and accurate 
illustrations in a highly engaging pull-the-tab format, 
including two proprietary tabs: a “stagger” pull offers an 
ultra-wide vista on the natural world and the dramatic 
double-pull finale ends each book with an unexpected but 
eye-popping surprise.

Toddlers can’t resist pulling the tabs to find the animals 
hiding in their habitats; no-one can resist Natalie Marshall’s 
brightly-colored, richly patterned illustrations; parents will 
applaud the sturdy production features for what is certain to 
be repeated use.



Slide&Surprise™ Books Slide&Surprise™ BooksSlide&Surprise™ Books

Trim: 152mm x 152mm (6" x 6"); Extent: 5 spreads plus cover 
Special elements: Pull tabs on every spread including cover; 2-piece 
“stagger-pull” on spread 4; double-pull for top-and-bottom reveal 
on spread 5; All tabs have reinforced finger for toddler friendly use.; 
Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

High in the Trees

Away in the Ice & Snow

Far Off In the Jungle

Pets

Deep in the Ocean



Slide&Surprise™ Books Slide&Surprise™ BooksSlide&Surprise™ Books

Trim: 152mm x 152mm (6" x 6"); Extent: 5 spreads plus cover 
Special elements: Pull tabs on every spread including cover; 2-piece 
“stagger-pull” on spread 4; double-pull for top-and-bottom reveal 
on spread 5; All tabs have reinforced finger for toddler friendly use.; 
Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

Little Critters

Birds

In The Dark

Underground

On the Farm



Slide&Surprise™ Books Slide&Surprise™ BooksSlide&Surprise™ Explorer BooksSlide&Surprise™ Explorer Books

Extent: 5 spreads + cover Trim: 152mm x 152mm (6" x 6")  
Special: Pull-tabs on every spread; “Stagger-pull” for ultra-wide 
view on Spread 4; “Stagger-Pull” as well as Double-Pull for top-and-
bottom reveals on Spread 5.  All tabs have reinforced finger holes 
for toddler-friendly use; Age: 18months+; Safety:  EC and ASTM 0+

SLIDE & SURPRISE 
EXPLORERS  
Submarine
Spaceship
both by Natalie Marshall

SmartInk’s hallmark Slide&Surprise series takes a 
bold new direction in two adventures which send 
the format deep into outer space and plunge deep 
down to the ocean’s floor. Whether exploring a 
colorful coral reef or the surface of the moon, 
there’s lots of solid information here combined with 
a delightful cast of characters and such fanciful 
details as a newly discovered pirate ship. And, of 
course, no Slide&Surprise title would be complete 
without the always amazing and ever ooh-and-ah 
inspiring double pull that provides such a satisfying 
and eye-popping finale for each book!

SLIDE & SURPRISE
SERIES LICENSED

IN 12 TERRITORIES!
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Header HeaderSlide&Surprise HELP-ON-THE-GO™ Books Slide&Surprise HELP-ON-THE-GO™ Books

Trim: 152mm x 152mm (6" x 6"); Extent: 5 spreads + cover; 
Special: Pull-tabs on every spread; “stagger-pull” for extra 

wide view on fourth spread; double-pull for top-and-bottom 
reveals on Spread 5. All tabs have finger holes for toddler-

friendly use; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

SLIDE&SURPRISE BOOKS: HELP-ON-THE-GO™

Tow Truck, Tugboat, Fire Truck, and Helicopter

OH NO!  School bus has a flat? Cat’s up a tree? Boat has run aground? Little boy’s lost in the 
forest? Never fear, because HELP IS ON THE GO! In four fabulous new titles in SmartInk’s 
innovative Slide&Surprise format starring helper and rescue vehicles of land, sea and air!

■ A sturdy pull tab on every spread – including the cover--and . . .

••		A special e-x-t-r-a long pull for an ultra-wide scene plus

••		A surprise pay-off with a double pull that has art popping out top and bottom

■ Extra sturdy tabs with finger holes insure easy use . . . again and again and again.

■ Natalie Marshall’s ever-so-appealing art: friendly, lively, saleable.

A Brilliant Twist on a Favorite Format!

■ Gentle early non-fiction subjects just right for little ones exploring 
the world around them.

■ A format perfect for its subject of rescue vehicles in action: raising 
ladders, pushing tankers, towing cars and much, much more. 



Header HeaderStoryBLOCK Books

                            BUGBLOCK
We listened when on-line review after review suggested/requested/demanded  
that BUGS be the subject of the 10th title in SmartInk’s bestselling 
BLOCK series. It’s a topic perfectly suited for the format!  Artist David 
Partington of Peski Studio has assembled a fascinating kid-friendly survey 
of all things creepy-crawly.  Whether it’s a spider’s web spanning a river, 

the remarkable life of a honeybee, or the 
intricate structure of an ant hill, 
BUGBLOCK examines 
insects and other little 
critters in its unique 
combination of fun  
and facts!   

CoComingming 20232023

Initial artists’ sketches, not final

Extent: 40 spreads (80 pages) including gatefolds; Trim: 127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"), 
50mm spine (2"); Two double-gatefold spreads and including several spreads with fold-up 
or -down pages Cased board book binding. Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 
Blastoff to SPACE in the 
BLOCK’s series most 
exciting title yet!  
Whether it’s examining 
our solar system or far-off 
galaxies, travelling to the 
moon, or exploring daily 
life on the International 
Space Station, the 
bestselling SmartInk 
BLOCK format coupled 
with Peski Studio’s unique 
visual take on the subject 
makes for a hands-on and very down-to-
earth presentation of an out-of-this-world 
subject.  Gatefolds, flaps, die-cuts and more 
let kids get a close-up view of some of the 
most fascinating features of our universe.  

SPACEBLOCK
Text by Christopher Franceschelli
Art by Peski Studio 

Extent: 43 spreads (86 pages) including all gatefolds; Trim: 127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"), 
50mm spine (2"); A double-gatefold spread and several spreads with fold-up, -down  
or -out pages; Cased board book binding. Testing: 0+

StoryBLOCK Books
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1,500,000+
IN SERIES IN PRINT 

WORLDWIDE!!!
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Extent: 43 spreads (86 pages) including gatefolds and foldouts; 
Trim:127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"), 50mm spine (2"); Two double-gatefold 
spreads and including several spreads with fold-up or -down pages;  
Cased board book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+ 

SHARKS!  Selected by readers as their  favorite subject for this newest 
addition to SmartInk’s bestselling BLOCK series.   Anchored by carefully 
researched facts and buoyed by Peskimo’s brilliant visual imagination, 
SHARKBLOCK celebrates these fabulous creatures in their many 
dimensions and sizes.  From the tiny pocket shark to the citybus-long 
whale shark;  from sleek, speedy mako sharks to frilly wobbegongs, here’s 
an exploration of some of the worlds most fascinating creatures in the 
unique and critically acclaimed SmartInk BLOCK format.   

SHARKBLOCK
Text by Christopher Franceschelli
Art by Peski Studio 

StoryBLOCK Books StoryBLOCK Books
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Animal parents and children around the world show their 
extraordinary and enduring love in the newest addition to 
SmartInk’s international bestselling interactive board book series.

     Love is strong . . . 

           You have my back and 

                  I’ll always have yours.

Carefully researched and brilliantly illustrated with chunky, die-cut 
pages and surprise-filled gatefolds,  a wonderful addition to the 
unique and critically acclaimed SmartInk BLOCK format.   

LOVEBLOCK
Text by Christopher Franceschelli
Art by Peski Studio 

Extent: 42 spreads (84 pages) including gatefolds; Trim:127mm x 152mm 
(5" x 6"), 50mm spine (2"); Includes final double-gatefold spread and 
multiple spreads with fold-up, fold-down, or fold-out pages; Cased board 
book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+ 

StoryBLOCK Books StoryBLOCK Books
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Trim: 127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"); Extent: 94pp including 4 double-
gatefolds plus cover; Special elements: Rounded die-cut pages, gatefolds, 
cased-board book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+ 

The sixth in SmartInk’s series of ultra-chunky 
bestselling BLOCK BOOKS! titles which have garnered 
not only strong sales across many channels and 
continents but sterling reviews as well.  Once again, 
husband-and-wife team Peskimo have created the 
perfect introduction to life on a family farm . . .  
whether it’s gathering eggs in the chicken coop, 
tending to the compost pile, or selling veggies at the 
market, there’s a whole year of farm life packed into 
almost 100 sturdy die-cut pages including novelty 
gatefolds which open up, down, out and even roll up! 

FARMBLOCK
Text by Christopher Franceschelli
Art by Peski Studio 

StoryBLOCK Books StoryBLOCK Books

1,500,000+
IN SERIES IN PRINT 

WORLDWIDE!!!
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BUILDABLOCK
Text by Christopher Franceschelli
Art by Peski Studio 

Extent: 45 spreads (90 pages) 
including gatefolds; Trim:127mm x 
152mm (5" x 6"), 50mm spine (2"); 
Two double-gatefold spreads and 
including several spreads with fold-
up or -down pages; Cased board 
book binding; Age: 18months+; 
Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

■ Chock full of every construction vehicle imaginable, from 
the everyday bulldozer to the extraordinary bridge builder.

■ Construction vehicles are perennial 
favorites, and with Peskimo’s 

innovative illustrations, we 
predict BUILDABLOCK will be 
the series’ most popular title.

■ Takes the BLOCK format in new directions!:  Numerous 
gatefolds open not only OUT but UP and DOWN as well, 
effectively illustrating that vehicles help build tall buildings 
as well as tunnels deep underground.

■ Imaginative, accurate, and accessible:  Our BLOCK 
books win awards and are hailed by parents, 
booksellers, reviewers . . . and especially kids!

StoryBLOCK Books StoryBLOCK Books

SMASH! CRASH! 
A huge wrecking ball introduces toddlers to the 
latest of the bestselling StoryBLOCK titles, with 
more than 600,000 copies in the series in print.



Extent: 52 spreads (ALPHABLOCK) and 48 spreads 
(COUNTABLOCK) including gatefolds;  

Trim: 127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"), 50mm spine (2");  
Double gatefold final spread; Cased board book binding; 

Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+
COUNTABLOCK
by Christopher Franceschelli
illustrated by Peski Studio

Following on the heels of the bestselling 
AlphaBlock, CountaBlock features the same thick 
pages cut into the shape of each numeral, 
creating a peek-through guessing game around 
the number form itself. One acorn becomes . . . 
one oak tree! From snowmen to puddles and 
eggs to chicks, quantities are illustrated twice: 
both before and after their "transformations". 
This fresh take on the 1-2-3s encourages readers 
to manipulate numbers in a whole new way.

ALPHABLOCK
by Christopher Franceschelli
illustrated by Peski Studio 

Striking, Stunning, and Sturdy. A sumptuous 
presentation — in a book almost 50mm/2" thick — 
with every letter represented as a tactile, fold-out 
diecut — and accompanied by bold, graphic images 
which offer both whimsy and an arresting beauty. 
Hailed as “one of the best alphabet books of the 
year" upon its publicatiopn and almost 250,000 
copies sold in the US alone in less than four years.  

DINOBLOCK
by Christopher Franceschelli
illustrated by Peski Studio
The third in the bestselling StoryBLOCK 
series introduces 21 dinosaurs in a way 
meaningful to little ones by comparing 
them to things toddlers already know. 
With a handy pronunciation guide that 
will let kids (and their parents) wrap their 
tongues around all those complicated 
names, and capped with two double 
gatefolds to add visual excitement—and 
reveal a brilliant spread of dinosaur bones!   

Extent: 48 spreads (96 pages) including gatefolds;  
Trim: 127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"), 50mm spine (2")  

Two double-gatefold spreads; Cased board book binding; 
Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

Extent: 48 spreads (96 pages) including gatefolds. Trim: 127mm x 152mm (5" x 6"), 50mm spine (2"); 
Two double-gatefold spreads; Cased board book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

 “. . . The chunky and beautifully  
 illustrated DINOBLOCK stands out like  
a craft beer on a shelf full of Miller Lite!”    
       —The New York Times

CITYBLOCK 
by Christopher Franceschelli • illustrated by Peski Studio

The fourth in the bestselling StoryBLOCK series is a celebration of the city, a catalog of the sights, sounds, 
tastes and activity of urban life. Packed with the features that distinguish all the BLOCK books: sturdy board 
pages, case binding, die-cut scenes, and a splendid double gatefold ending. Perfect 5-star Amazon reviews, 
accorded a starred Publishers Weekly review,  and winner of the CYBILS Award for Best Board Book of 2017.

StoryBLOCK Books StoryBLOCK Books



microCITIES™ BookHello, BIG CITY!™ BooksMiniBLOCK Books™

Extent: 52 spreads/102 pages (ALPHABLOCK) and 48/96 spreads
(COUNTABLOCK) including gatefolds; Trim: 102mm x 127mm (4 1/8" x 6"),  

42mm spine (1 ¾"); Double-gatefold final spread of COUNTABLOCK.  
Cased board book binding; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

Introducing miniBLOCKS:  30% smaller but 100% of the fun of 
the original bestselling ALPHABLOCK and COUNTABLOCK

We’ve heard the repeated demand for a cheaper, more  
compact version 

■ Reduced trim . . . but almost the same spine width give these  
books an even better satisfyingly chunky feel.   

■ Just as sturdy . . . and with all of the content and features  
of the originals.  

■ Consumers will be attracted to these retail-friendly, ultra-
portable versions.

■ Sales of ALPHABLOCK have actually increased year over year.  

■ Allows publishing partners to pursue multiple markets.

■ Conversions of other titles in the works!

ALPHABLOCK and COUNTABLOCK - miniBLOCK format
texts by CHRISTOPHER FRANCESCHELLI  •  illustrations by Peski Studio

. . . great books  
        come in  
   little packages.

original  
trim size

NEW 
trim size

Trim: 130mm x 80mm (5.125" x 3.125"); 23 spreads including pop-out map 
and double gatefold finale. Alternating full and die-cut pages. Cased board book, 
interior printed on 300gsm C1S stock; Age: 18months+; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

■ Géraldine Cosneau’s affectionately playful but 
accurate illustrations are accompanied by just 
enough text to identify landmarks and give the 
flavors, sights and sounds of each city.

■ Each title features 21 scenes of iconic landmarks 
and streetscapes  plus a double gatefold for a 
wide-angle-view of the city skyline.

■ Innovative pop-out map allows for easy locating 
of all the scenes.

■ Perfect memento or souvenir 
priced right to be a spontaneous 
impulse purchase.

■ Based on the same chunky format 
filled with die-cut pages and 
scenes as the successful 
StoryBLOCKs: Just as wide but 
only half the height!

HelloBIGCITY™  
New York • Paris
texts by CHRISTOPHER FRANCESCHELLI  
illustrations by Géraldine Cosneau

■ Designed with crossover appeal in mind —  
a whimsically retro design with a gently sophisticated  
visual charm will extend the audience. Just as much at home  
in a museum shop as on a hotel lobby counter.

■ Sturdy, colorful, and ideally sized to be toted in a backpack, stashed 
in a stroller, or carried along on a subway, bus, or car ride.

HELLO, BIG CITY!, urban guides  
perfect for the toddler set!



Header HeaderLift-to-Learn Flap Books Natalie Marshall In-/Out-/Up-/Downside Book

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
An Inside Outside Upside Downside Book

Trim: 229mm x 229mm (9” x 9”); 17 spreads; case-bound 
board book; Special: double gate-fold center spread

A very special oversized cased board book starring Natalie Marshall’s 
graphically delectable edibles.

Start at the beginning and bite into spread upon spread of delicious 
fruit; flip the book over to chew on exquisitely tasty veggies.   
Where the two meet, there’s a supersized double gatefold of all the 
vegetables and fruits for little ones to identify and savor. What a 
wonderful way to learn about all the foods we eat.

Two books in one  
and twice the fun!

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

UPSIDE 

DOWNSIDE 

 book  

Turn me over!

A fabulous menagerie of appealing die cut animal critters perched in a 
window frame offer a friendly and pedagogically sound introduction to 
first concepts: colors and numbers. Building on SmartInk’s original 
international board book bestsellers, StoryTheater Books, with 720,000+ 
copies in print, our new Lift-To-Learn titles offer a novel bonus: each 
interior page sports lift-the-flap shaped characters and more to underscore 
the fun. A cased cover together gently squared format assures these titles 
a place on any trade book shelf. Belgian artist Christophe Jacques joins the 
bright constellation of SmartInk artists including Natalie Marshall, Peskimo, 
and Eric Barclay.

Lift-to-Learn Books

CRITTER COLORS!
illustrated by Christophe Jacques

Trim: 202mm x 202mm (8" x 8"); Extent: 5 or 
6 interior spreads plus cover; Special elements: 
Rounded die-cut “picture” windows, 6 sturdy 
lift-the-flap die cut figures, full color printing 
under die-cuts; Age: 18months +; Safety: EC 
and ASTM 0+ 



Natalie Marshall TAB BOARD BOOKSNatalie Marshall TAB BOARD BOOKS

FINGERS AND TOES BOOKS:
This Little Piggy • Five Little Monkeys
Five Little Ducks • Five Little Pumpkins

CONCEPT TAB BOOKS:
Opposites • Numbers
Shapes • Colors

■ Tabs make for the perfect way to communicate 
concepts and knowledge, giving little ones 
something to hold onto on each page

■ Boldly-colored, baby-safe enameled edging make 
these irresistible to little ones.   

■ Ultra-sturdy construction will withstand the love 
these books will get.

■ Artist with brilliantly successful international 
reputation for spot-on baby and toddler books

■ FINGERS AND TOES TABS bring best-loved action 
rhymes to life — and encourage parent-and-child 
interaction. Graphic pictograms of each gesture is 
a proven way of showing both adults and children 
exactly what to do

Trim: 152mm x 152mm (6" x 6"); Extent: 
7 spreads including cover;  Extras: Ultra-
sturdy board book; glossy edge painting; 
Age: 12mo up; Safety: EC and ASTM 0+

■ CONCEPT TABS bring warmth, whimsy 
and wit to the basic building blocks of 
a young child’s knowledge.



Header HeaderStoryTab™ Books Slide-n-Seek™ Books

ERIC BARCLAY’S STORYTAB™ BOOKS
Counting Puppies  
AND Rainbow Kittens  
Puppies and kittens everywhere 
in these new StoryTab editions 
featuring Eric Barclay’s 
mischievous . . . delightful . . . 
irresistable critters!  A wonderful, 
sturdy format with a cased 
binding and shaped die-cut tabs 
make for the perfect introduction 
to the concepts of colors and 
numbers. Toddlers will want to 
count down with the puppies and 
identify all the kittens’ colors in a 
pair of books that are “can-we-
read-it-again” fun. 

Trim: 254mm x 152mm (10" x 6")   
Extent: 8 spreads (COLORS),  

11 spreads (NUMBERS);  
Shaped die-cut tabs on every spread

WHO'S IN THAT EGG?
WHAT'S IN THAT HOLE? 

both illustrated by Checa Diaz

A new, more compact trim!
Quality whiteboard presentation!
  

Introducing SLIDE-N-SEEK Books, a novel take on 
that perennial childhood favorite: the peek-a-boo 
question-and-answer format. Extra-sturdy pull 
tabs reveal the answer to WHO’S IN THAT EGG:  
a fluffy chick, a bright-eyed lizard, a baby platypus. 
Then open the final spread to reveal a special 
dino-sized surprise.  WHAT’S IN THAT HOLE 
unearths an entire menagerie of friendly critters: a 
sleepy bear, a cranky owl, even a surprised bat. But 
beware, there’s an alligator with mighty jaws 
waiting at the end! 

Trim: 152mm x 152mm (6" x 6"); Extent: 5 spreads + cover 
Special: Pull-tabs on every spread; double-pull  

for top-and-bottom reveals on Spread 5. All tabs have 
finger holes for toddler-friendly use.



Header HeaderStoryBugs Books™ and StoryZoom Books™ The Little Box of Big and Little Butts

STORYBUGS™  BOOKS
Ladybug, Bee, Caterpillar, AND Fly

by MARTIN KELLY  
illustrated by VIVIANA GAROFOLI 
Bright, compact and ever-so colorful, a quartet of bug-sized chunky 
titles with funny googly eyes. Edges are fully painted with vibrant, 
non-toxic enamel to give the books immediate presence and 
recognizability. Inside each is a whimsical mini-story and Viviana 
Garofoli's spot-on, hilarious illustrations. 

Trim: 127mm x 127mm (5" x 5"); Extent: 7 spreads 
including cover. Extras: Googly-eyes; non-toxic edge 

enameling (Tested 0+)

STORYZOOM™ BOOKS
Planes, Cars, Trucks, AND Boats 
by Martin Kelly
illustrated by VIVIANA GAROFOLI

Ready . . . Set . . . Go! Four books with zip come 
roaring in — sporting bright painted edges, a 
just-right-for-toddler story, and best of all:  
googly eyes.  Energetic, bold and warm — and 
just the right dash of humor.

THE LITTLE BOX OF  
BIG AND LITTLE BUTTS
by CAROL DIGGORY SHIELDS  
illustrated by GABRIEL ALBOROZO

Trim: 203mm x 203mm (8" x 8");  
Extent: 8 spreads in cased sturdy board box format.

Extras: Shaped die-cut pages celebrate the many 
types of butts

Butts, butts, butts . . . every toddler 
(and every adult) is fascinated with 
this most essential part of anatomy. 
Gabriel Alborozo packs an inspired 
collection of butts—from the most of 
delicate of ladybug butts to the hugest 
of elephant butts — and yes, there’s 

even a little baby butt—into SmartInk’s endlessly 
intriguing StoryBox format with side-splitting 
(and butt-shaking) results.



FeatherLight™ Story Books

Notes
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PopUps and Oliver

Trim: 254mm x 254mm (10" x 10")
Extent: 6 spreads with sturdy, simple pops 

throughout and special self-activated surprise 
final spread.

WHAT’S THE BUZZ
by MARTIN KELLY
illustrated by CHECA DIAZ

There’s a rumble in the 
jungle and a whole lot of 
noise . . . But it’s mosquito, 
the littlest of critters who’s 
makes for the biggest 
surprise, loudest surprise. Or 
does he? With simple but 
clever paper-mechanics and 

an unforgettable in-in-your-face surprise 
ending of a lion four times the size of the book.

Trim: 185mm x 185mm (7.375" x 7.375"); Extent:  
16 pages (5mm thick); matte laminated; embossed 

cover; Extras: full-color printed ribbon; includes patent-
pending magic image-changing mechanism.

by CHRISTOPHER FRANCESCHELLI

A simple, almost austere 
book that tells a 
minimalist tale and 
carries a message of 
transformation. Oliver 
may be only an egg, but 
he is poised for 
something truly . . . 
special. A thought-
provoking book for all 
those who have — or 
need — hope. The ultra-
thick pages hide a patent-
pending mechanism that allows for the final 
and astonishing image-changing effect.

oliver
. . . because miracles happen.
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